Get $800 off the latest Samsung Galaxy 5G devices. Buy one and get up to $800 off another.

Unleash the power of these Samsung 5G devices on America’s largest, fastest, and now, most reliable 5G network.

Save with T-Mobile Work Perks.

Be sure to mention you work at Virginia Government Employees (PERKSV1A)

855-570-9947

Scan to visit us.

See back for details.
Because you work at
Virginia Government Employees (PERKSVA1)

Switch & Save
more than $900 over Verizon

with $10/mo discount on Magenta MAX and get premium UNLIMITED Talk, Text, and Data!

Compared to 3 lines of Verizon Get More Unlimited over 20 mos. with approx. taxes and fees. Carriers features and fees may differ. Req. new acct. on Magenta MAX.

$5/mo./line discount up to 2 lines for 20 mos. Activate up to 4K UHD streaming on capable device, or video typically streams at 480p. Unlimited while on our network.

Limited-time offers; subject to change. Phone offer: Tax on pre-credit price due at sale. Qualifying credit, service, & additional line (2+ total) required. If you have cancelled voice lines in past 90 days, reactivate them first. $10 SIM card and, in stores & on customer service calls, $30 assisted or upgrade support charge may be required. Discount on device of equal or lesser value. If you cancel your line before receiving 24 bill credits, you may owe up to the full value of all devices (e.g. $799.99–Samsung Galaxy S21+ 5G / $999.99–Galaxy Z Fold 2 5G / $1,099.99–Galaxy Z Fold 3 5G; if canceling your account, you can contact us first to instead make discounted monthly balance payments. Up to $800 via bill credits on lower-priced device; must be active and in good standing to receive credits; allow 2 bill cycles. May not be combinable with some offers or discounts. T-Mobile Work Perks: Qualifying credit, new acct. with 12 or less lines, & port-from AT&T, Verizon, or Claro required. Enroll and validate eligible employment w/i 30 days of acct. activation & reverify over 20 mos. may be required. Must be active & in good standing to receive bill credits. Allow 2 bill cycles. Credits may stop if you cancel any lines. May not be combinable with some offers/discounts. Limit 1 T-Mobile Work Perks Corp node per acct.

Credit approval, deposit, $10 SIM card, and, in stores & on customer service calls, $30 assisted or upgrade support charge may be required. U.S. roaming and on-network data allotments differ: includes 200MB roaming. Unlimited talk & text features for direct communications between 2 people; others (e.g., conference & chat lines, etc.) may cost extra. Unlimited high-speed data US only. In Canada/Mexico, up to 5GB high-speed data then unlimited at up to 256kbps. Not avail. for hotspots & some other data-first devices. Capable device required. T-Mobile Tuesdays: Offers subject to change. Receive Netflix Basic (1 SD screen) for 1 line, Standard (2 HD screens) for 2+ lines. Up to 40GB high-speed tethering then unlimited on our network at max 3G speeds. Qualifying service and capable device required. Turning on Scam Block may block calls you want; disable at any time. Sales tax and regulatory fees included in monthly rate plan.

Get premium features like...

Netflix ON US

40 GB of high-speed mobile hotspot data

Scam Shield™ Premium

Free stuff with T-Mobile Tuesdays

...all with taxes and fees included.

Limited-time offers; subject to change. Phone offer: Tax on pre-credit price due at sale. Qualifying credit, service, & additional line (2+ total) required. If you have cancelled voice lines in past 90 days, reactivate them first. $10 SIM card and, in stores & on customer service calls, $30 assisted or upgrade support charge may be required. Discount on device of equal or lesser value. If you cancel your line before receiving 24 bill credits, you may owe up to the full value of all devices (e.g. $799.99–Samsung Galaxy S21+ 5G / $999.99–Galaxy Z Fold 2 5G / $1,099.99–Galaxy Z Fold 3 5G; if canceling your account, you can contact us first to instead make discounted monthly balance payments. Up to $800 via bill credits on lower-priced device; must be active and in good standing to receive credits; allow 2 bill cycles. May not be combinable with some offers or discounts. T-Mobile Work Perks: Qualifying credit, new acct. with 12 or less lines, & port-from AT&T, Verizon, or Claro required. Enroll and validate eligible employment w/i 30 days of acct. activation & reverify over 20 mos. may be required. Must be active & in good standing to receive bill credits. Allow 2 bill cycles. Credits may stop if you cancel any lines. May not be combinable with some offers/discounts. Limit 1 T-Mobile Work Perks Corp node per acct.

Credit approval, deposit, $10 SIM card, and, in stores & on customer service calls, $30 assisted or upgrade support charge may be required. U.S. roaming and on-network data allotments differ: includes 200MB roaming. Unlimited talk & text features for direct communications between 2 people; others (e.g., conference & chat lines, etc.) may cost extra. Unlimited high-speed data US only. In Canada/Mexico, up to 5GB high-speed data then unlimited at up to 256kbps. Not avail. for hotspots & some other data-first devices. Capable device required. T-Mobile Tuesdays: Offers subject to change. Receive Netflix Basic (1 SD screen) for 1 line, Standard (2 HD screens) for 2+ lines. Up to 40GB high-speed tethering then unlimited on our network at max 3G speeds. Service may be terminated or restricted for excessive roaming. For the small fraction of customers using >50GB/mo., primary data usage must be on smartphone & is prioritized over Mobile Hotspot Service (tethering) usage, which may result in higher speeds for data used on smartphones. T-Mobile Tuesdays Mobile Hotspot Tethering Pricing for lines 1–8. Without AutoPay, $5 more/line. May not be reflected on 1st bill. Fastest 5G: Opensignal Awards - USA: 5G User Experience Report January 2021, based on independent analysis of average speeds from mobile measurements recorded during the period September 16 - December 14, 2020 © 2021 Opensignal Limited. Most reliable according to umlaut. Capable device required; coverage not available in some areas. Some uses may require certain plan or feature; see T-Mobile.com. Coverage not available in some areas. Network Management: Service may be slowed, suspended, terminated, or restricted for misuse, abnormal use, interference with our network or ability to provide quality service to other users, or significant roaming. See T-Mobile.com/OpenInternet for details. See Terms and Conditions (including arbitration provision) at www.T-Mobile.com for additional information. T-Mobile, the T logo, Magenta & the magenta color are registered trademarks of Deutsche Telekom AG. © 2021 T-Mobile USA, Inc.
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